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When it comes to buying hot tubs, Oakville homeowners have a lot of questions. Some of the more
common questions and answers appear below.

What is the difference between Jacuzzi spas and regular hot tubs?

Many people use the term "Jacuzzi" to refer to spas and hot tubs in general. However, Jacuzzi is a
brand name. Therefore, if you ask your local hot tub dealer to show you Jacuzzi spas, you are
asking to see a specific brand of hot tubs.

Oakville winters are cold. Can I use my hot tub all year?

Many area spa owners use their Jacuzzi spas all winter long. There's something magical about
soaking in a hot tub on a cold winter day or night. Whether you plan on using your hot tub year
round or not, you can't ignore the winter months because you will need either a well-insulated hot
tub or winter hot tub service to "winterize" it when the time comes.

Where is the best spot to place hot tubs?

Oakville hot tub buyers definitely need to consider this before buying a hot tub. Keep in mind that
hot tubs become extremely heavy once filled with water. Even small ones can weigh well over 450
kilograms when full â€“ and that's before factoring the weight of each person. This means that your site
should have a sturdy foundation. Other concerns include privacy, noise levels, and how much space
is available.

Is it difficult to test and treat hot tub water?

Hot tubs and Jacuzzi spas require regular water testing and treatment to ensure that the water is
clean, clear, sanitary, and pH balanced. Testing the water is a simple matter of dipping a test strip in
it and comparing the colour to a chart. The chart will reveal the test results and provide you with
appropriate actions to take to treat the water.

What if the hot tub water has a high pH level â€“ or a low one?

When buying hot tubs, Oakville buyers are typically prompted to buy hot tub chemicals or sign up for
a hot tub service that cleans and maintains the spa. As far as pH levels go, you'll have two sets of
chemicals: one for lowering the pH level and one for raising it. When the pH test strips indicate that
the level is too high, use the chemicals designed to bring it down. When the pH test strips indicate
the level is too low, use the chemicals designed to raise it. You'll need to wait about 15-20 minutes
before using the tub after adding the chemicals.
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Robert Vadra - About Author:
Jacuzzi Ontario has a variety of locations in the GTA that sells Jacuzzi a hot tubs, hot tub
accessories and more. If you are interested in purchasing a hot tub for your Hamilton home, or a hot
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tub for your Oakville townhouse, offers affordable a jacuzzi hot tub service which are high on quality
and low on energy consumtion.
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